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Observation-Tech Gap 100 years ago

• 1916, 1918 Einstein predicted GW and derived 

the quadrupole radiation formula

• White dwarf discovered in 1910 with its density 

soon estimated; GWs from white dwarf binaries 

in our Galaxy form a stochastic GW background 

(confusion limit  for space GW detection: strain, 10^(-20) in 0.1-1mHz band).

[Periods: 5.4 minutes (HM Cancri) to hours](3 mHz)

• One hundred year ago, the sensitivity of astrometric observation through the 
atmosphere around this band is about 1 arcsec. This means the strain 
sensitivity to GW detection is about 10−5; 15 orders away from the required 
sensitivity.

• Observation-Tech Gap 100 years ago
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Gravitational Waves –
Ripples in Spacetime

• Monochromatic

A single frequency plane GW

• Wave form in time t, 

Spectral form in frequency f

• Noise power amplitude

<n2(t)> = ∫0
∞(df) Sn(f), hn(f)  [f Sn(f)]

1/2

• Characteristic amplitude

GW propagation direction:  z 

GR

GR

In harmonic gauge

plane GW hμν(nxx + nyy + nzz−ct) = hμν(U) 

hμν(u, t)  hμν(U) = ∫−∞
∞ (f)hμν(f) exp (2ifU/c) (df) = ∫0

∞ 2f |(f)hμν(f)| cos (2fU/c) d(ln f)

hc(f) ≡ 2 f [(|(f)h+(f)|2 + |(f)h(f)|
2)]1/2; hcA(f) ≡ 2 f |(f)hA(f)|
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Also
PSR B1534+12
PSR J0737-3039A/B
(The double pulsar)
Now about
200 binary pulsars discovered

0.9970.002(2010)



Gap largely bridged

• First artificial satellite Sputnik launched in 1957.

• First GW space mission proposed in public 

in 1981 by Faller & Bender

• LISA proposed as a joint ESA-NASA mission; 

LISA Pathfinder success-

fully performed.

• The drag-free tech

is fully demonstrated

paving the road for

GW space missions.
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92 days
1440 orbits 

83.60 kg mass



空间引力波探测
A Compilation of GW Mission 
Proposals LISA Pathfinder
Launched on December 3, 2015
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太极

天琴
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Megatelescope
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WINNER

releases its first image 2116
Completion 2216

Robert Austin

With its construction just beginning, the Asteroid 
Belt Astronomical Telescope has already 
photographed an exoplanet  with unrivaled  
clarity. 

Super-ASTROD 
1996, 2009



引力波谱分类 The Gravitation-Wave (GW) Spectrum Classification
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The observation and technology gap 
100 years ago in the 10 Hz – 1 kHz band

• In the LIGO discovery of 2 GW events and 1 probable GW candidate, the 
maximum peak strain intensity is 10−21; the frequency range is 30-450 Hz.

• Strain gauge in this frequency region could reach 10−5 with a fast recorder 
about 100 years ago; 

• thus, the technology gap would be 16 orders of magnitudes. 

• Michelson interferometer for Michelson-Morley experiment10 has a strain 
(Δl/l) sensitivity of  5  10−10 with 0.01 fringe detectability and 11 m path 
length; 

• however, the appropriate test mass suspension system with fast (30-450 Hz 
in the high-frequency GW band) white-light observing system is lacking. 
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Weber Bar (50 Years ago)
10 orders of gap abridged

• OBSERVATION OF THE THERMAL FLUCTUATIONNS OF A 
GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE DETECTOR*    J. Weber

PRL 1966 (Received 3 October 1966)

Strains as small as a few parts in 1016 are observable for a 
compressional mode of a large cylinder.

• GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION*  J. Weber

PRL 1967 (Received 8 February 1967)

• The results of two years of operation of a 1660-cps 
gravitational-wave detector are reviewed. The possibility 
that some gravitational signals may have been observed 
cannot completely be ruled out. New gravimeter-noise 
data enable us to place low limits on gravitational 
radiation in the vicinity of the earth's normal modes near 
one cycle per hour, implying an energy-density limit over 
a given detection mode smaller than that needed to 
provide a closed universe.
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Sinsky’s
Calibration
in Weber’s 
Lab
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The start of precision laser interferometry for GW detection
(left) Interferometer system noise measurement at 5 kHz of Moss, Miller and 
Forward (1971); (right) Schematic of Malibu Laser Interferometer GW 
Antenna of Forward (1978)
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The fundamental noise sources of Weiss 1972

• km-sized interferometer proposed

• a. Amplitude noise in the laser output power;
• b. Laser phase noise or frequency instability;
• c. Mechanical thermal noise in the antenna;
• d. Radiation-pressure noise from laser light;
• e. Seismic noise;
• f. Thermal-gradient noise;
• g. Cosmic-ray noise;
• h. Gravitational-gradient noise;
• i. Electric field and magnetic field noise.
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探测引力波的原型光学干涉仪盛行时期
Flourish of Prototype Optical Interferometers for GW Detection

• Hughes Research Lab (HRL) 0.75 m TAMA 300 m

• MIT prototype interferometer 1.5 m                     GEO 600 m

• Glasgow prototype interferometer 10 m

• Garching prototype interferometer 30 m

• Tokyo prototype interferometer 3 m

• Paris prototype interferometer 7 m

• ISAS prototype interferometer 10 m

• NAOJ prototype interferometer 20 m

• ISAS prototype interferometer 100 m
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Laser interferometers with independently suspended mirrors. In third column, in the 
parenthesis either the number N of paths is given or Fabry-Perot Finesse F is given.
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Ground-based GW detectorsLIGOLIGO

VIRGO KAGRA

CLIO100 ET
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重力波雷射干涉探測器
基本原理
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重力波

光學共振腔

雷射
分光鏡 光探測器

測試質量

測試質量

測試質量

光學共振腔



Interferometry for GW detection: e.g. KAGRA
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aLIGO achieved sensitivity
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2016年2月11日宣布首探 Announcement of first detection
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Advanced LIGO第一次觀測時期：
2015.9.12—2016.1.19 (51.5天-2 detectors/130天)

O1: 48.6天; PyCBC 46.1天; GstLAL 48.3天
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•GW151226 detected by the LIGO on December 26,
2015 at 03:38:53 UTC.
•identified within 70 s by an online matched-filter search
targeting binary coalescences.
•GW151226 with S/N ratio of 13 and significance > 5σ.
•The signal ~ 1 s, about 55 cycles from 35 to 450 Hz,
reached 3.4 (+0.7,−0.9) × 10^(−22). source-frame initial
BH masses: 14.2 (+8.3,−3.7)M⊙ and 7.5 (+2.3,−2.3)M⊙,
the final BH mass is 20.8 (+6.1,−1.7)M⊙.
•1 BH has spin greater than 0.2. luminosity distance 440
(+180,−190) Mpc redshift of 0.09 (+0.03,−0.04). 2σ
•improved constraints on stellar populations and on
deviations from general relativity.
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2016年6月15日宣佈二探 Announcement of second detection



Characteristics of two GW events and one GW 
candidate deduced from LIGO O1 GW observations
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Scope: Goals –GW Astronomy & Fundamental Physics
Frequency band GW sources / Possible GW sources Detection method

Ultrahigh frequency band:  

above 1 THz

Discrete sources, Cosmological sources, 

Braneworld Kaluza-Klein (KK) mode 

radiation, Plasma instabilities

Terahertz resonators, optical resonators, and

magnetic conversion detectors

Very high frequency band:     

100 kHz – 1 THz

Discrete sources, Cosmological sources, 

Braneworld Kaluza-Klein (KK) mode 

radiation, Plasma instabilities

Microwave resonator/wave guide detectors,

laser interferometers and Gaussian beam

detectors

High frequency band (audio 

band)*: 10 Hz – 100 kHz

Conpact binaries [NS (Neutron Star)-NS, 

NS-BH (Black Hole), BH-BH], Supernovae

Low-temperature resonators and Earth-

based laser-interferometric detectors

Middle frequency band:           

0.1 Hz – 10 Hz

Intermediate mass black hole binaries, 

massive star (population III star) collapses

Space laser-interferometric detectors of arm

length 1,000 km − 60,000 km

Low frequency band (milli-Hz 

band)†: 100 nHz – 0.1 Hz

Massive black hole binaries, Extreme mass 

ratio inspirals (EMRIs), Compact binaries

Space laser-interferometric detectors of arm

length longer than 60,000 km

Very low frequency band 

(nano-Hz band): 300 pHz –

100 nHz

Supermassive black hole binary (SMBHB) 

coalescences, Stochastic GW background 

from SMBHB coalescences

Pulsar timing arrays (PTAs)

Ultralow frequency band:     10 

fHz – 300 pHz

Inflationary/primordial GW background,

Stochastic GW background
Astrometry of quasar proper motions

Extremely low (Hubble) 

frequency band: 1 aHz–10 fHz
Inflationary/primordial GW background

Cosmic microwave background

experiments

Beyond Hubble-frequency 

band: below 1 aHz
Inflationary/primordial GW background

Through the verifications of primordial

cosmological models
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Scope: Researchers and Budget
• (i) Experimentalists (Experimental Astronomers, 
Engineers, Physicists), working on detectors and data 
processing; 
• (ii) Multi-Messenger Astronomers, working on 
astrophysics;                                                 
• (iii) Theoretical Physicists/Cosmologists, working on 
fundamental physics and theoretical cosmology.

• Budget: grow up to 20 % - 30 % of Astronomy Budget
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A Compilation of GW Mission 
Proposals LISA Pathfinder
Launched on December 3, 2015
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Second Generation GW Mission Concepts

• DECIGO

• BBO

• Super-ASTROD
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Weak-light phase locking 
and manipulation technology

• Weak-light phase locking is crucial for long-distance space 
interferometry and for CW laser space communication. For LISA of 
arm length of 5 Gm (million km) the weak-light phase locking 
requirement is for 70 pW laser light to phase-lock with an onboard 
laser oscillator. For ASTROD-GW arm length of 260 Gm (1.73 AU) 
the weak-light phase locking requirement is for 100 fW laser light to 
lock with an onboard laser oscillator. Weak-light phase locking for 2 
pW laser light to 200 μW local oscillator is demonstrated in our 
laboratory in Tsing Hua U.6 Dick et al.7 from their phase-locking 
experiment showed a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) phase-slip rate below 
one cycle slip per second at powers as low as 40 femtowatts (fW).
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Strain power spectral density (psd) amplitude vs. frequency for various 
GW detectors and GW sources. [CSDT: Cassini Spacecraft Doppler 
Tracking; SMBH-GWB: Supermassive Black Hole-GW Background.]

24-hr Global Campaign
arXiv:1509.05446

10^6-10^6 BH-BH@10Gpc
Last 3 years

10^5-10^5 BH-BH@10Gpc
Last 3 years
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Conversion factors among: 
the characteristic strain hc(f), 
the strain psd (power spectral density) [Sh(f)]

1/2

the normalized spectral energy density Ωgw(f)

• hc(f) = f1/2 [Sh(f)]
1/2; 

• normalized GW spectral energy density Ωg(f): GW spectral energy density in terms of the
energy density per logarithmic frequency interval divided by the cosmic closure density ρc

for a cosmic GW sources or background, i.e.,

• Ωgw(f) = (f/ρc) dρ(f)/df

• Ωgw(f) = (22/3H0
2) f3 Sh(f) = (22/3H0

2) f2 hc
2(f). 
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The Gravitation-Wave (GW) Spectrum Classification
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Gravitational Waves –
Ripples in Spacetime

• Monochromatic

A single frequency plane GW

• Wave form in time t, 

Spectral form in frequency f

• Noise power amplitude

<n2(t)> = ∫0
∞(df) Sn(f), hn(f)  [f Sn(f)]

1/2

• Characteristic amplitude

GW propagation direction:  z 

GR

GR

In harmonic gauge

plane GW hμν(nxx + nyy + nzz−ct) = hμν(U) 

hμν(u, t)  hμν(U) = ∫−∞
∞ (f)hμν(f) exp (2ifU/c) (df) = ∫0

∞ 2f |(f)hμν(f)| cos (2fU/c) d(ln f)

hc(f) ≡ 2 f [(|(f)h+(f)|2 + |(f)h(f)|
2)]1/2; hcA(f) ≡ 2 f |(f)hA(f)|
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Massive Black Hole Systems: 
Massive BH Mergers &

Extreme Mass Ratio Mergers (EMRIs)
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Pulsar Timing Arrays
PPTA, NANOGrav, EPTA, IPTA

FAST, SKA

SKA Pathfinder

Parkes 64 m 

Effelsberg 100 m 

Arecibo 300 m 

FAST 500 m 
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Very low frequency band (300 pHz – 100 nHz)
hc(f) = Ayr [f/(1 yr−1)]α
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Strain power spectral density (psd) amplitude vs. frequency for 
various GW detectors and GW sources
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Characteristic strain hc vs. frequency for various GW detectors and sources. [QA: Quasar 
Astrometry; QAG: Quasar Astrometry Goal; LVC: LIGO-Virgo Constraints; CSDT: Cassini 
Spacecraft Doppler Tracking; SMBH-GWB: Supermassive Black Hole-GW Background.]
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Normalized GW spectral energy density gw vs. frequency for 
GW detector sensitivities and GW sources
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The Gravitation-Wave (GW) Spectrum Classification
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Very high frequency band (100 kHz – 1 THz) 
and ultrahigh frequency band (above 1 THz)

• A M Cruise

The potential for very high-
frequency gravitational wave 
detection
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Strain power spectral density (psd) amplitude vs. frequency for 
various GW detectors and GW sources
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Four processes could produce CMB 
B-mode polarization observed

 (i) gravitational lensing from E-mode

polarization (Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1997), 

 (ii) local quadrupole anisotropies in the CMB within the 

last scattering region by large scale GWs (Polnarev 1985) 

 (iii) cosmic polarization rotation (CPR)

due to pseudoscalar-photon interaction 

(Ni 1973; for a review, see Ni 2010).

(The CPR has also been called 

Cosmological Birefringence)

 (iv) Dust alignment 
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The constraints for Hubble frequency band

• CMB S-W fluct.: The COBE microwave-background quadrupole anisotropy 
measurement gives a limit Ωgw (1 aHz) ~ 10-9 on the extremely-low-frequency 
GW background.

• WMAP improves on the COBE constraints; the constraint on Ωgw for the higher 
frequency end of this band is better than 10^(-14).

• The analysis of Planck, SPT, and ACT temperature data together with WMAP 
polarization; the scalar index is ns = 0.959 ± 0.007, the tensor-to-scalar 
perturbation ratio r is less than 0.11

• The combined analysis of BICEP2/Keck Array and Planck Collaboration: the 
tensor-to-scalar perturbation ratio r is constrained to less than 0.12 (95% CL; no 
running). The pivot scale of this constraint is 0.05 Mpc−1, corresponding to GW 
frequency f at 3.8 x 10^(−17) Hz at present.

• Most recent: r < 0.07 (2 σ) (Chao-Lin Kuo, Dec. 9 talk at NCTS; his talk in 
LeCosPA Symposium12/17/15)
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The indirect GW limits are from CMB temperature and polarization power spectra, lensing, BAOs, and 
BBN. Models predicting a power-law spectrum that intersect with an observational constraint are ruled 
out at > 95% confidence. We show five predictions for the GW background, each with r = 0:11, and 
with nt = 0:68 (orange curve), nt = 0:54 (blue), nt = 0:36 (red), nt = 0:34 (magenta), and the consistency 
relation, nt = r/8 (green), corresponding to minimal inflation. Paul D. Lasky et al.1511.05994
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Looking into the future from announcement of first detection
February 11, 2016 展望

• Present aLIGO sensitivity:  two 5-
event per 130 days.

• Goal second generation sensitivity: 
100 5- events per year

• Improved 2nd gen.: x2, 800-1000 events/yr
• First generation sensitivity:

several 3- events per year  one should look at the past data and 
try to search for them with better efforts and methods

• Third generation sensitivity  100,000 or more 5- events per year
Plenty compared to some other branches of physics and astronomy
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Outlook
• Advanced LIGO has detected GWs from stellar-mass binary black hole mergers. We will see a

global network of second generation km-size interferometers for GW detection soon. Scaling with

the achieved detection, third generation detectors would be to detect more than 100,000 5- GW

events per year.

• Advanced LIGO has achieved 3.5 times better sensitivities with a reach to neutron star binary

merging event at 70 Mpc and began its first observing run (O1) on September 18, 2015 searching

for GWs.

• Another avenue for real-time direct detection is from the PTAs. The PTA bound on stochastic

GW background already excludes most theoretical models; this may mean we could detect very

low frequency GWs anytime too with a longer time scale.

• Although the prospect of a launch of space GW is only expected in about 20 years, the detection

in the low frequency band may have the largest signal to noise ratios. This will enable the detailed

study of black hole co-evolution with galaxies and with the dark energy issue. LISA Pathfinder has

been launched on December 3, 2015. This will pave the technology road for GW space missions.

• Foreground separation and correlation detection method need to be investigated to achieve the

sensitivities 10-16-10-17 or beyond in Ωgw to study the primordial GW background for exploring

very early universe and possibly quantum gravity regimes.
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Three Kinds of GW Researchers in future

• Experimentalists (Experimental Astronomers/Physicists):   

working on detectors and data processing

• Multi-Messenger Astronomers: Working on astrophysics

• Theoretical Physicists/Cosmologists: Working on 
fundamental physics and theoretical cosmology

• Budget: grow up to 20 % - 30 % of Astronomy Budget
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What you could do if
you would like to join this field

• Experiments: One way is to join KAGRA

Reason: (i) KAGRA as a 2.1 -2.5 generation GW detector

has a future

(ii) KAGRA needs manpower and it is easier to       

start and to join

(iii) (Logistics provided) Just get trained in CMS and go 

(10 round trip plane tickets will be provided)

• Multi-Messenger Astronomy: Working on astrophysics

• Theoretical Physics/Cosmology
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‹#›

Sheau-shi Pan and Sheng-Jui Chen 

Center for Measurement Standards, Industrial 
Technology Research Institute R.O.C.

Dr.  Sheau-shi Pan   E-mail: Sheau.shi.Pan@itri.org.tw
Dr. Sheng-Jui Chen E-mail: SJ.Chen@itri.org.tw

Activity of reinstalling 
X-pendulum and building a 

suspended prototype Fabry-Perot 
cavity for student training before 

going to KAGRA 

mailto:Sheau.shi.Pan@itri.org.tw


‹#›

Re-install X-pendulum 

Re-install X-pendulum 

[2]

Parameters[1]



Configuration of vibration isolation system

Type-A: for cryogenic mirrors

Type-B: for room temperature mirrors

Type-Bp: simpler Type-B

Type-C: for small optics

Type-B Type-Bp Type-C

Type-A
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